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NO.CSB/MSSO/ESSPC/PDP/Store/Auction (PCs)/

Date:8.01.2018

Sirs,
Sub:- Invitation for sealed rate quotations for Public Auction of Eri PC cocoons
and Cut Cocoons – Reg.
Sealed rate quotations are invited from the interested parties to participate in Public Auction of
Eri silkworm Pierced Cocoons(PCs) and Cut cocoons without pupae with be auctioned based on
the highest Bidder in as is where condition. The interested parties may send their quotations in
sealed covers based on the details of quantity of PCs and Cut Cocoons available and the floor
price fixed by the store purchase committee which is given below.
Sl
No.

Particulars

Qnty
(Kg)

1.
2.

Pierced Cocoons (PCs)
Eri Cut Cocoons

114.23
197.50

Floor
Amount (Rs).
Price
Fixed
(Rs)./per
Kg.
450.00
51404.00
500.00
98750.00
150154.00

EMD
Value @
2%
(Rs)
1029.00
1975.00

Terms & conditions:
1. The quotations are to be submitted in sealed covers subscribed as “Quotations to participate in
Public AuctionofEri PCs & Cut Cocoons”.
2. The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the quotations. However, the
bidder is at liberty to seek clarification in respect of bidding condition, bidding process/or
reasons for rejection of quotation.
3. The rates quoted should not be less than the floor pricefixed by the store purchase committee.
The highest bidder over and above the floor price will be assigned the stock as being purchased.
4. Statutory taxes (if applicable) would be collected from the bidder.
5. The highest bidder will have to make complete payment immediately and make his own
arrangement to transport the same.
6. Eri Silk Worm Seed Production Centre, Central Silk Board, Peddapuram will not be responsible
for any loss during transportation and the highest bidder will solely be responsible for the stock
he purchases.
7. All quotations should be accompanied by EMD @ 2% of the value of quotation as given above
and Demand Draft should be drawn in favour of Scientist – D, ESSPC, Peddapuram, from any
Nationalized Bank in the form of Crossed Demand Draft. The quotations received without EMD
will be summarily rejected.
8. EMD can also be deposited by wire transfer to the account No.
9. The EMD amount shall be returned to the unsuccessful firms by cheque and EMD amount will
not carry any interest.

10. The rate quoted in the bid should be valid for a period of 180 days from the date of submission
of quotation.
11. The applicable taxes which are statutory in nature will be considered for determining the lowest
offer.
12. Tender inviting quotations are also placed on the website
http://www.csb.gov.in&http://etenders.gov.in for the reference of perspective bidders.

Last Date for submission and opening of quotations:
13. The last date for submission of sealed quotation addressed to Scientist – D, Eri silkworm Seed
Production Centre, Central Silk Board, IDSMT Complex, Opp.TTDKalyanaMandapam,
Peddapuram (A.P) – 533437 duly subscribed on the envelope as “Quotations to participate in
Public Auction of Eri PCs & Cut Cocoons” is30.01.2018upto5.00 P.M and shall be opened on
31.1.2018 at 10.30 A.M in the presence of bidders or their representatives at the office of
Scientist – D, ESSPC, Central silk Board , Peddapuram . The quotations may be dropped in the
Tender BOX kept at the Office or Sent by Registered/Speed Post of the Postal Department.
Quotations received after due date and time will not be entertained.

[Dr.C.Srinivas]
Scientist - D

